Wayne State University
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September 9, 2015

Write up for Addendum No. 2

Sheet T-00
- Updated Sheet Index

Sheet CE-02
- Clarified scope of Alternate No. 1
- Changed fence demolition to Alt No. 2
- Clarified electrical pole demolition

Sheet CE-03
- Revised vehicle and pedestrian entry
- Clarified list of Project Alternates
- Clarified scope of Alternate No. 1
- Changed new fence from Alt No. 1 to Alt No. 2

Sheet CE-04
- Revised vehicle and pedestrian entry
- Added bollards to vehicle and pedestrian entry
- Changed new fence from Alt No. 1 to Alt No. 2

Sheet CE-05
- Revised vehicle and pedestrian entry
- Changed new fence from Alt No. 1 to Alt No. 2

Sheet ES-02
- Revised vehicle and pedestrian entry
- Revised conduit layout for vehicle entry equipment
- Moved blue phone location
- Added circuits for lighted signs

New Sheets: Traffic & Safety Systems D2544-1, D2544-2 and D2544-3